Introduction

Surgical planning is a prerequisite for safe and effective surgical practice. Surgical decision-making is a dynamic process and will not be completed until the end of the operation. Liver resection is a complex surgical procedure, which involves consideration of merged anatomical liver lobules, sufficiently intertwined intrahepatic vascular supply, and biliary trees (Glissonian pedicles); liver resection therefore demands advanced skills and expert surgical techniques (1,2). In surgical practice, skill development for laparoscopic liver surgery is substantially delayed compared with other surgical disciplines (1,3). In addition, surgical residents are less trained and prepared for liver resection (4). Unprepared surgical minds and unawareness of surgical planning are frequently observed in daily surgical
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education. Furthermore, surgical residents have limited work hours dedicated to training nowadays. Therefore, efficient learning methods are warranted.

Cognitive task analysis (CTA) is aimed at understanding tasks that require considerable mental activity from experts, e.g., decision-making, problem-solving, troubleshooting, identification of potential procedural errors, and judgment (5). Collective evidence on CTA as a surgical training method has revealed that CTA improves surgical outcome parameters, including operation time, surgical precision, and surgical accuracy; CTA results in an overall error reduction in both simulated and real-world environments (5). Through CTA, key steps and decision nodes that are omitted easily by experts during surgery can be identified and emphasized (6). Furthermore, video-based coaching is a complementary educational model to maximize the performance from every surgical exposure (7).

Through CTA, the cognitive tasks of liver resection can be divided into essential subtasks (exposure, tension creation, and target processing) that follow the basic surgical principles, which state that a surgical operation entails two components: imaging and manipulation (13). An artificially created tension (traction and counter-traction) can be delivered to the approximate site of intervention through open or laparoscopic approaches. The laparoscopic approach can create focal micro-tension and bypass the power transmitted through unnecessary or unrelated tissues. The subtasks can be delegated to each hand of the surgeon or to assistants, while the operator remains the main decision-maker during the operation.

**Insight derived from comparison between open and laparoscopic approaches for liver resection: building a bridge connecting the basic surgical principle**

**Exposure, tension, and division: the basic surgical principle**

The descriptive procedural steps of liver resection were performed as described previously (14). An analogical analysis between open and laparoscopic approaches (Figures 1, 2) demonstrated the surgical principles, that is, exposure to make room for manipulation, and tension creation for division. This insight will help inexperienced surgeons to cope with surgical planning and decision-making intraoperatively and is discussed in the subsequent sections. Figure 3 presents the theoretical comparative advantages and disadvantages of open and laparoscopic liver resection procedures.

**Exposure**

**Working plane determination and visual field construction**

The basic element of surgical intervention is the determination of a visual field and working plane. Vision can be established through the naked eye or through cameras. The visual field is wide and most suitable for intervention when the observation is made perpendicular to the working plane, whereas and the visual field is pessimal if the plane of view is in parallel to the working plane (Figure 4A). An appropriate spatial position must be adjusted with respect to the working plane dynamically throughout the course of liver resection. Interventional instruments work most effectively and comfortably if placed on either side of the surgeon’s visual axis (Figure 4A). During laparoscopic manipulation, the camera lens should be set in a triangular pattern, with the operating arm lateral to and slightly above
Figure 1 Fundamental elements for successful liver parenchymal transection. Appropriate exposure yields a favorable visual field. Adequate tension creation at the working plane facilitates the division. (A) Laparoscopic approach (Figure 2); (B) open approach.

Figure 2 Laparoscopic approach for parenchymal liver transection (15). The energy devices used for division (harmonic scalpel, followed by the CUSA) function in the space between two instrument arms, which creates tension at the working plane. Note that the harmonic scalpel itself can create additional tension by moving the tissues that are engaged, making it a perfect device to divide the liver surface capsule. Suction tubes have multiple functions, such as improving the visual exposure and working environment through blood suction and physical palisading. Similarly, other energy devices (such as monopolar or bipolar coagulators) can play multiple functional roles, when appropriate. Because the transection reaches deep near the IVC, the maintenance of a clear visual field and an appropriate working plane for further intervention becomes highly important. If not artificially consolidated, they tend to be narrow and make further manipulation (such as the division of the hepatic vein or suturing) difficult. CUSA, cavitron ultrasonic surgical aspirator; IVC, inferior vena cava.
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Figure 3 Theoretical comparison between the open and laparoscopic approaches for liver resection from different perspectives.

If the target lesion is located at the dome (Figure 4B) or at the dorsal and inferior part (Figure 4C) of the three-dimensional (3D) liver model, the working planes and visual fields are different, and therefore a customized approach must be adopted (Figure 5). An assistant’s role is to help the surgeon in ensuring that the surgery progresses smoothly because the visual field and working plane change along with the ongoing procedure. Every possible effort should be taken to turn the working plane toward a comfortable zone of visual field to ensure that the entire operation is performed smoothly. Otherwise, another (possibly more
favorable) visual field with respect to the working plane might be required if the aforementioned effort is ineffective. For example, a posteriorly located liver lesion may be accessed from the dorsal side, and a lesion at the liver dorm may be accessed by creating a new visual field by opening the diaphragm from the thoracic cavity.

**Detailed imaging of analytical anatomy facilitates the surgical planning of building the visual field**

The surgical anatomy of the liver is crucial for surgical planning in a particular patient (18). The recognition of anatomical landmarks facilitates a smooth surgical procedure with relatively fewer potential complications (19,20). The 3D reconstruction of the vascular architecture in a specific patient allows the surgical team members to visualize the “invisible” aspects and makes them aware of the possible difficulties they may encounter within the liver during parenchymal transection (Figure 6A) (21,22). Compared with 2D computed tomography scans, 3D reconstruction leads to a considerably increased precision in tumor localization, even in inexperienced surgeons (23). Real-time 3D or virtual reality-assisted surgery will help surgeons perform liver resection safely in the near future (24-26).

Moreover, the visual anatomical accommodation between neighboring hepatic venous vessels varies with different routes of visual direction, such as the caudal direction compared with the ventral side (Figure 6). Difficulty in vascular management using the caudal approach, as characterized through the laparoscopic method, may hinder surgeons from smoothly performing laparoscopic parenchymal transection. Therefore, a parenchyma transection approach that shifts from the cranial-caudal working plane (for open resection) to the ventro-dorsal working plane (for laparoscopic resection) should be emphasized. Familiarization with the laparoscopic anatomical orientation facilitates the transition of surgeons skilled at open liver resection to perform the laparoscopic procedure with less difficulty. Furthermore, the short distance (approximately 1 cm) between the middle hepatic vein and the hilum plate is a notable observation (Figure 6C). In addition, experts can swiftly adopt another “invisible” strategy at will intraoperatively, such as to create an alternative appropriate visual field in a narrow space to...
safely manage the hepatic veins (Figures 2, 4B, C, 7).

Whether parenchymal transection is initiated ventrally (open approach) or caudally (laparoscopic approach), the vision field is the most crucial aspect and it determines the utility degrees of hanging maneuver. The hanging maneuver is very useful in the open approach [particularly in minilaparotomy (27)] because it guides the transection line, shortens the visual field, and simultaneously creates tension on the back for transection (Figure 8A). The hanging maneuver is extremely difficult to perform using the laparoscopic approach and has fewer benefits when a laparoscopic approach with a caudal-cranial visual plane and ventro-dorsal working plane is considered. Nonetheless, it is readily feasible and can guide the direction of transection for experienced surgeons (Figures 8B, 9).

The looping of the extrahepatic hepatic veins before parenchymal transection on the right side (which can be easily accessible through the open approach; Figure 10A) is difficult through the laparoscopic approach compared to that on the left side (Figure 10B). Experienced surgeons may perform the looping by using intracostal trocars, thereby undoing the barrier (29). By contrast, the visualization and division of the short hepatic veins in front of the inferior vena cava (IVC) are more favorable using the caudal approach than the open ventral approach.

**Tension creation at the working plane**

Improved visual exposure can often simultaneously create adequate tension. For example, the mobilization of the right liver toward the left reveals the right posterior liver and also creates tension at the triangular ligament, facilitating further processing (such as ligament division). Gravity may assist in establishing visual exposure and tension creation by changing the patient’s position. Tension creation can be accomplished through a surgeon’s hands or instrument arms. Tension can be microspecific, and therefore can be minimally manipulated or may transmit the power through the gross surrounding mediator tissues. When tension is created in a gross-transmitting fashion, it may cause an extensive manipulation of nontargeted tissues and result in prolonged postoperative recovery phase and occasionally in morbidity. Therefore, targeted tension creation should
be achieved during the intervention. Tension can be theoretically created in all dimensions; however, general surgeons are more accustomed to create it in the left-right axis. As described previously, a hanging maneuver creates tension from the back toward the front and simultaneously guides the direction of transection. Appropriate tension creation during the manipulation ensures that the cutting plane is straight and not zigzag.

**Target manipulation**

It is crucial to actively identify surgical histology and histopathology when target processing in liver resection. Unexpected large vessels or bile ducts exposed during the operation may be a hint, implying a review of the medical imaging correlation and reorientation of the spatial relationship between the working plane and visual

---

**Figure 8** Hanging maneuver. (A) Parenchymal transection performed using the open approach with hanging maneuver; (B) hanging maneuver under the laparoscopic approach (*Figure 9*).

**Figure 9** Establishment of the hanging maneuver through the laparoscopic approach by experienced surgeons (28). Note that a part of the approximate liver parenchyma immediately ventral to the IVC was transected to establish a highly favorable visual field and working plane. IVC, inferior vena cava. Available online: https://asvidett.amegroups.com/article/view/22574

**Figure 10** Looping of the extrahepatic veins before parenchymal transection for vascular control. (A) Right hepatic vein looped through the open approach; (B) left hepatic vein looped through the laparoscopic approach.
Parenchyma splitting can be processed using energy devices [such as cavitron ultrasonic surgical aspirator (CUSA), harmonic scalpel, LigaSure, En-Seal, or electric coagulation], clamp-crushing, or a combination of several techniques depending on the surgeon’s preference and handling capability. Vascular or bleeding control can be accomplished by a near-site or proximal root approach (30).

Near-site vascular control includes either physical tie/clips/sutures or energy devices for sealing/coagulation (such as monopolar/bipolar coagulators, Tissue Link, En-Seal, or LigaSure). In addition, proximal root vascular inflow control using the Glissonian approach marks the demarcation line and guides the cutting plane. Moreover, bile duct processing requires additional attention because the complications of bile leak can be difficult and occasionally troublesome. The stump of a large bile duct after transection is more securely closed by (auto)sutures than clipping alone.

Overall, it is not surprising to realize that laparoscopic hepatic parenchymal transection varies greatly among experts (31,32). Selecting the most suitable technique and device or “multidisciplinary” combination of strategies for laparoscopic hepatic parenchymal transection can be challenging and should be tailored to each surgical scenario, for example, whether the location of the lesion is deep-seated from the liver surface and the surrounding anatomical territory will render the surgical planning different (33). Altogether, understanding the problems and strengths of each surgical approach can facilitate design of a versatile surgical solution or innovation that is most suitable for a particular scenario, such as two procedures in the same robotic session for a patient who requires cholecystectomy and prostatectomy (34).

Conclusions

In conclusion, the fundamental surgical principles for the establishment of a visual field to expose the target lesion and the creation of local tension at the working plane for liver resection are applicable for both the open and laparoscopic approaches, although this manifests in highly complex ways. The application of the rationales and understanding of the interaction between the surgical principles and other paramedical concerns (such as patient tolerability, available facilities, or the teamwork of trained personnel) could help trainee surgeons to visualize the “invisible” mind-sets of experienced surgeons and develop effective surgical strategies at will.
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